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Explorer's Guide Yosemite & the Southern Sierra Nevada:
Includes Mammoth Lakes, Sequoia, Kings Canyon & Death
Valley: A Great Destination (Second Edition)
Provides a look at the beauty and grandeur of Yosemite, from the formation of the
valley during the Ice Age through the first hundred years of the national park,
describing its plant and animal life, as well as those humans it has captivated.

CampBook
Yosemite
This full-color guide includes vibrant photos and easy-to-use maps – including trail
maps – to help you on your trip. Moon Handbooks give you the tools to make your
own choices: Can’t-miss sights, activities, restaurants, and accommodations,
marked with M Suggestions on how to plan a trip that’s perfect for you, including:
The Best of Yosemite Escape the Crowds Best Hikes One Day in Yosemite Yosemite
for Kids The Best of Sequoia and Kings Canyon 43 detailed and easy-to-use maps
The firsthand experience and unique perspective of author Ann Marie Brown

Moon Yosemite, Sequoia & Kings Canyon
Describes where to go mountain biking, hiking, camping, rock climbing, and more
in Northern California's little-known wild places
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Woodall's Campground Directory
A mere utterance of the word aYosemitea conjures up images of Half Dome, El
Capitan, giant sequoias, and the unmatched beauty this northern California park
has to offer. However, the area known today as Yosemite has not always been a
place of tranquility. Once the home of Ahwahnee tribe, these Native Americans
were forced to surrender their home to armed miners rushing for gold and a
California government clutching the philosophy of Manifest Destiny.

Moon California Camping
Ichneumon-flies of America North of Mexico: Subfamily
Gelinae, tribe Mesostenini
Travel writer and experienced outdoorswoman Ann Marie Brown offers her in-depth
knowledge of Yosemite, from hiking through Tuolumne Meadows and horseback
riding in Wawona to buying shower time at local campgrounds. Brown provides trip
strategies for every type of traveler, including The Hardcore Hiker, The Waterfall
Lover, and even A Winter Weekend, for those visiting in the off-season. She also
breaks down outdoor recreation activities like hiking, backpacking, rafting, and
fishing with the essentials: routes, total distance, and supplies. Whether it's rock
climbing near the Royal Arches, checking out Bridalveil Fall, or simply camping
under the stars, Moon Yosemite gives travelers the tools they need to create a
more personal and memorable experience.

Outside Magazine's Adventure Guide to Northern California
Pacific Bank Handbook of California
Virtually every single trail in Yosemite National Park is described in this classic
guidebook, together with the scenery and natural history found along each trail.
View the soaring granite cliffs and waterfalls of Yosemite Valley, or take in the
breathtaking vista from Glacier Point. Explore the impressive groves of giant
sequoias and hike the spectacular, glacier-carved backcountry. Also included is the
most up-to-date map available of Yosemite and vicinity, showing over 1000 miles
of trails.

Moon Washington DC
Moon Travel Guides: Your Adventure Starts Here California has 20 million acres of
forest, 1,200 miles of coast, and countless wilderness areas, but with Moon
California Camping, you'll always find your perfect campsite. What's inside the
20th edition of Moon California Camping: A Campsite for Everyone: A variety of
campgrounds, from secluded Sierra hike-ins to convenient roadside stopovers,
including dog-friendly, family-friendly, and wheelchair accessible options Ratings
and Essentials: All campsites are rated by scenery and marked with amenities like
restrooms, trailhead access, picnic areas, laundry, piped water, showers, and
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playgrounds Recreation Highlights: Discover nearby hiking, swimming, fishing,
water-skiing, white water rafting, hot springs, and options for winter sports Maps
and Directions: Easy-to-use maps and detailed driving directions for each
campground Skip the Crowds: Moon California Camping contains many secluded
spots and campgrounds not in the online reservation system Curated Lists of Top
RV and Tent Sites: Pick the right campsite for your travel style with lists like "Best
for Families," "Scenic Campgrounds," and "Best Island Retreats" Trusted Advice:
Expert outdoorsman Tom Stienstra knows his stuff; he's hiked 25,000 miles in and
around these campgrounds for over 30 years Essential Information on Hiking the
John Muir Trail and the Pacific Crest Trail: includes campgrounds that offer
trailhead access Tips and Tools: Information on equipment, food and cooking, first
aid, and insect protection, plus background on the climate, landscape, and history
of the campsites Whether you're a veteran or a first-time camper, with Moon's
comprehensive coverage and trusted advice, you'll be ready to pitch your tent and
enjoy the great outdoors. Narrowing your search? Try Moon Northern California
Camping. Looking for some focused advice on outdoor recreation? Check out Moon
California Hiking or Moon California Fishing. Full coverage of: Redwood Empire,
Shasta and Trinity, Lassen and Modoc, Mendocino and Wine Country, Sacramento
and Gold Country, Tahoe and the Northern Sierra, the San Francisco Bay Area,
Monterey and Big Sur, the San Joaquin Valley, Yosemite and Mammoth Lakes,
Sequoia and Kings Canyon, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego (and their
surrounding areas), and the California deserts, including Death Valley and Palm
Desert

The Rough Guide to Yosemite National Park
Move to the beat and savor the unique creative energy of Music City. From hot
Southern food to warm Southern hospitality, you can experience it all with Moon
Nashville. Explore the City: Navigate by neighborhood or by activity with colorcoded maps, or follow one of our guided neighborhood walks See the Sites: Visit
the Grand Ole Opry, Tennessee State Capitol, and Country Music Hall of Fame, or
pay respects to the King on a day trip to Graceland. Stroll the Vanderbilt campus,
shop for vintage records and a well-worn pair of cowboy boots, and go honkytonking late into the night Get a Taste of the City: Sample authentic hot chicken,
dine at a classic cafeteria-style meat-and-three, or find your new favorite food
truck Bars and Nightlife: Tap your foot to some live music at the Bluebird Café or
pull up a barstool for a flight of classic Tennessee whiskeys. Get inspired by up-andcoming singers in The Basement before finding your voice at Lonnie's Western
Room karaoke, or try a free dance lesson at Wildhorse Saloon Local Advice from
Nashvillian Margaret Littman Flexible, strategic itineraries including a two-day tour,
a foodie weekend, and "Music City Without Moola," plus day trips like Land
Between the Lakes, Bell Buckle, and the Jack Daniels Distillery in Lynchburg Tips
for Travelers including where to stay, how to safely cycle the city, and more, plus
advice for LGBTQ visitors, international travelers, and families with children Maps
and Tools like background information on the history and culture of Nashville, easyto-read maps, full-color photos, and neighborhood guides from Midtown to Music
Valley With Moon Nashville's practical tips and local know-how, you can plan your
trip your way. Hitting the road? Try Moon Blue Ridge Parkway Road Trip or Moon
Nashville to New Orleans Road Trip. If you're heading to more of the South's best
cities, try Moon Memphis or Moon Atlanta.
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Moon Northern California Camping
They've been dubbed America's best idea for a reason: get inspired, get outdoors,
and discover the wild beauty of the United States with Moon USA National Parks.
Inside you'll find: Coverage of all 59 national parks, from the misty mountains of
the east and the redwoods of the west, to the glaciers of Alaska and volcanoes of
Hawaii, organized by region Strategic lists and itineraries: Choose from lists of the
best parks for hiking, wildlife, families, and scenic drives, or make your way down
the list of the top ten national parks experiences across the country The best
outdoor adventures in every park, including backpacking, biking, mountain
climbing, kayaking, rafting, and more, plus detailed hike descriptions and trail
maps marked with distance, duration, effort level, and trailheads National parks
road trips with driving times and advice for linking multiple parks, interesting stops
between them, and nearby attractions and state parks Comprehensive planning
resources: With detailed maps and transportation tips, you'll have the tools to
explore each park or region individually, or visit multiple for an epic national parks
trip Expert advice from former park guide and award-winning author Becky Lomax
on how to avoid crowds, what time of year to visit, and where to stay inside and
outside the parks, from campgrounds to hotels Know before you go: Find essential
background on climate, terrain, wildlife, history, and safety precautions, plus
practical information on park fees, passes, and reservations, including how to
obtain and use a National Parks Pass Gorgeous, full-color photos throughout, plus a
handy keepsake section for your national parks stamps and a detachable fold-out
poster map Whether you're trekking to striking vistas, rafting a wild river, or
camping under the stars, find your park adventure with Moon USA National Parks.
For more in-depth information on a specific park, check out Moon's national parks
travel guides.

The Yosemite
No ordinary guidebook, Sierra High Route leads you from point to point through a
spectacular 195-mile timberline route in California's High Sierra. The route follows
a general direction but no particular trail, thus causing little or no impact and
allowing hikers to experience the beautiful sub-alpine region of the High Sierra in a
unique way.

Woodall's Campground Directory 1991
Awarded the 2009 Bronze Medal in the Society of American Travel Writers
Foundation's annual Lowell Thomas Travel Journalism Competition: "Whether you
want to stand on a glacier or have a beer with local bikers, this is the definitive (as
well as wonderfully eccentric) guide to the immensity of the southern Sierra and
Owens Valley. John Muir would be pleased."—Mike Davis, author of City of Quartz
and Ecology of Fear The only complete guide to California’s southern Sierra
Nevada—some of the most stunning wilderness in North America—is better than
ever in this revised, updated edition. Detailed reviews of lodging, dining, and
recreation, plus outfitters, campsites, trails, and points of historic and cultural
interest.
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California Camping
Bulletin
Yosemite National Park
100 Hikes in Yosemite National Park
Moon Yosemite & Mammoth Lakes Camping & Hiking
History, politics, and the world's best free museums: DC is a bustling powerhouse
of a city. From strolling the National Mall to hobnobbing at happy hour, get to know
the capital with Moon Washington DC. Navigate the Neighborhoods: Follow one of
our guided neighborhood walks through Penn Quarter, Dupont Circle, U Street,
Adams Morgan, and more Explore the City: Snap the perfect photo of the
Washington Monument, tour the U.S. Capitol, and explore the incredible
Smithsonian museums like the African American History Museum or the Newseum.
Catch a whiff of the fragrant cherry blossoms in the spring, rent a boat and paddle
along the Potomac, or shop the boutiques in Georgetown Get a Taste of the City:
Chow down on a late-night half-smoke at Ben's Chili Bowl or grab brunch and a
new book from Busboys and Poets. Enjoy Michelin-starred seafood at a waterfront
restaurant, order up a Chesapeake crab cake, and enjoy the city's diversity of
authentic fare from Ethiopia, Afghanistan, the Philippines, and more Bars and
Nightlife: Watch a groundbreaking performance at the Woolly Mammoth Theatre
Company, catch a live band at the 9:30 Club, or dance to a DJ set at the Black Cat.
Sip scotch where former presidents once did, try a five-course cocktail tasting
menu, or kick back with a beer and fries at a quintessential DC dive bar Local
Advice: Local journalist Samantha Sault shares her love of the nation's capital
Strategic, Flexible Itineraries including the three-day best of DC, a weekend with
kids, and more, plus day trips to Old Town Alexandria, Annapolis, Easton, and
Shenandoah National Park Tips for Travelers including where to stay and how to
navigate the Metro, plus advice for international visitors, LGBTQ travelers, seniors,
travelers with disabilities, and families with children Maps and Tools like
background information on the history and culture of DC, full-color photos, colorcoded neighborhood maps, and an easy-to-read foldout map to use on the go With
Moon Washington DC's practical tips and local insight, you can experience the city
your way. Expanding your trip? Check out Moon Maryland, Moon Virginia, or Moon
Chesapeake Bay. Visiting more of America's best cities? Try Moon Boston or Moon
Chicago.

Moon Yosemite
Ansel Adams led regular trips into the Yosemite backcountry as part of his efforts
to protect this rare instance of untouched nature and, as a result, introduced
thousands to its beauty. Following his example, the Yosemite Fund asked five wellPage 5/12
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known Yosemite photographers to once again bring the wonders of the wilderness
to the general public. For five years, these five photographers spent a part of their
summers in Yosemite s wilderness region, which covers more than one thousand
square miles of almost indescribable raw beauty, and the camaraderie that
developed between them is evident in the reminiscences and musings that
accompany their photographs. The result of this uncommon collaboration is a book
of glorious prints, each imbued with its creator s distinct style."

Summer Opportunities for Kids
In Yosemite National Park, leveled text and vibrant, full-color photographs
introduce Yosemite National Park and all it has to offer. Readers will learn about
the park's location, geography, climate, wildlife, history, conservation, and
attractions, including places to hike and camp. An infographic and What Do You
Think? sidebars encourage deeper inquiry. Features reading tips for teachers and
parents, a table of contents, a glossary, activity, and index.

Sierra East
* A collection of 100 of the Yosemite area's best hikes * 110 color photographs and
102 color maps* Includes popular trails located outside the boundaries of Yosemite
National Park* Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award for best "Adventure
Guidebook"Yosemite National Park is a hiking destination know world round and
this guidebook provides directions to the best trails Yosemite has to offer.Virtually
all the hikes in this book are readily accessible from major arterials, andthere are
explicit trailhead directions for each hike. The hikes in 100 Hikes in Yosemite
National Park are divided into eight geographical regions. The regions approximate
a counterclockwise loop, starting from the southeast and finishing in the
southwest. Each hiking chapter is broken up in three basic parts: the information
block, which helps you size up the hike by telling you how to get there and what to
expect; the opening, which gives you a feel for what the hike is like; and the body,
which describes the landmarks and trails, providing a blow-by-blow account of the
actual hike, preceded by trailhead directions. You'll learn where the tough spots
are on the trail, how much shade is available, and the locations of important
Yosemite landmarks and special scenes you won't want to miss.Roughly a third of
the hikes in this book are located just outside the park boundaries, and about half
of those lead into the Yosemite National Park. A handy trail index helps hikers
choose from trails ranging in difficulty from "cakewalk to butt-kicker." With
extensive facts about plants, wildlife, and geological features as well as local
history, each hike in this guidebook is loaded with outdoor entertainment and
information.

Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada
The High Sierra
Hit the Road with Moon Travel Guides! From the waterfalls of Yosemite and the
colorful Grand Canyon to the Hollywood Walk of Fame and the Golden Gate Bridge,
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cruise through the best of the West with Moon California Road Trip. Inside you'll
find: Maps and Driving Tools: Over 40 easy-to-use maps keep you oriented on and
off the highway, along with site-to-site mileage, driving times, and detailed
directions for the entire route Eat, Sleep, Stop and Explore: With lists of the best
hikes, views, restaurants, and more, you can ride a cable car in San Francisco or
hike Half Dome, descend deep into the Grand Canyon, or hit the waves in a classic
SoCal surf town. Wander through history at Alcatraz, snap a photo at Big Sur, or
marvel at jellyfish at the Monterey Bay Aquarium. Chow down on an authentic
Mission burrito, lunch on fish tacos by the beach, or watch the sunset from a
rooftop bar in Los Angeles Flexible Itineraries: Drive the entire two-week route from
San Francisco to Yosemite, Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon, Los Angeles, and
Southern California, mix and match sections for shorter road trips, or follow
strategic itineraries for spending time in big cities and small towns along the way
Local Insight: Surfer and adventurer Stuart Thornton shares his thirst for the next
secluded beach, quirky pit stop, and mountaintop vista Planning Your Trip: Know
when and where to get gas, how to avoid traffic, tips for driving in different road
and weather conditions, and suggestions for international visitors, LGBTQ+
travelers, seniors, and road trippers with kids With Moon California Road Trip's
practical tips, detailed itineraries, and local expertise, you're ready to fill up the
tank and hit the road. Doing more than driving through? Check out Moon
California, Moon Grand Canyon, or Moon Yosemite, Sequoia & Kings Canyon.

California Camping
From the time it was sighted by Spanish explorers in the eighteenth century
through the creation of the John Muir trail, the building of the Hetch Hetchy Dam,
and the founding of the Sierra Club, the great snowy range of California has
provided fulfillment to generations of trappers, immigrants, engineers, naturalists,
and tourists. Now a mountaineering classic, this pioneering book was the first to
synthesize into a single, riveting narrative all of the varied aspects of human
endeavor related to the history of the Sierra Nevada. Thoroughly illustrated with
photographs, drawings, and maps, the book continues to be indispensable for any
lover of the high country.

History of the Sierra Nevada
This full-color guide includes vibrant photos and easy-to-use maps to help with trip
planning. Northern California residents Elizabeth Linhart Veneman and Christopher
Arns cover the best that Northern California has to offer, from day hikes in aweinspiring Yosemite Valley to rest and relaxation at the spas and vineyards of Wine
Country. To help travelers plan their trip, Veneman and Arns also offer a number of
unique itinerary ideas, such as as "Best Day Trips," "Best Road Trips," and "Best
Outdoor Adventures." With expert advice on finding the tastiest food in the Bay
Area, exploring the charming Monterey and Carmel, and getting to Gold Country
ghost towns, Moon Northern California gives travelers the tools they need to create
a more personal and memorable experience.

Moon Death Valley National Park
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"There are few more spectacular drives on Earth than Highway 395 along the foot
of the great granite wall of the Sierra Nevada. In Sierra East, Genny Smith and her
team of experts tell the story of that amazing terrain, and its fantastic contours,
molded by tectonic upthrusts and Pleistocene glaciers; its spectacular weathers; its
amazing diversity of plant and animal life; and the human struggles over its lifegiving waters."--Harold Gilliam, author of Weather of the San Francisco Bay Region
"For those of us who live within the Sierra East territory, this is the 'right' side of
California. It is a wondrous place to visit. This book is not a superficial tourist guide
to what you may see from the scenic overlooks. It is a real guidebook covering all
the natural and unnatural history as well as geology, weather, and water. There
are thorough descriptions of plants and animals you may wander across plus
information on how they cope with the extreme rigors of the high mountains and
harsh deserts."--Sally Gaines, co-founder of the Mono Lake Committee "This is the
first comprehensive natural history of the Eastern Sierra. An outstanding team of
authors, with years of experience in the region, meets the challenge of covering
their specialties from the Mojave Desert to the tops of 14,000-foot mountains. This
diverse material is uniformly accessible in a readable style."--Frank L. Powell,
Director, White Mountain Research Station, University of California, San Diego

Yosemite National Park
California residents Tom Stienstra and Ann Marie Brown extend travelers their
firsthand advice on how to find the best places to camp and hike in this vast
region, from the pristine meadows and towering granite formations of Yosemite
Valley to the alpine waters of the Mammoth Lakes area. Along with their in-depth
coverage, Stienstra and Brown offer "best-of" lists—including Best for Fishing, Best
for Families, and Best Hikes with a View—ensuring that both outdoors beginners
and experts will find the campgrounds and trails to match their skill levels and
interests. Complete with clear directions to each location, detailed destination
descriptions, difficulty and quality ratings for each hike, and helpful maps, Moon
Yosemite & Mammoth Lakes Camping & Hiking provides campers and hikers with
all the necessary tools to head outdoors.

Moon California Road Trip
Awarded the 2009 Bronze Medal in the Society of American Travel Writers
Foundation's annual Lowell Thomas Travel Journalism Competition: "Whether you
want to stand on a glacier or have a beer with local bikers, this is the definitive (as
well as wonderfully eccentric) guide to the immensity of the southern Sierra and
Owens Valley. John Muir would be pleased."—Mike Davis, author of City of Quartz
and Ecology of Fear The only complete guide to California’s southern Sierra
Nevada—some of the most stunning wilderness in North America—is better than
ever in this revised, updated edition. Detailed reviews of lodging, dining, and
recreation, plus outfitters, campsites, trails, and points of historic and cultural
interest.

First Light
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Yosemite National Park in Vintage Postcards
The most complete guide to the Sierras available, The High Sierra covers all known
routes to approximately 570 peaks, with details on class ratings, elevations,
mileages, permit information, safety, and the history of Sierra exploration. 115
photographs. 29 maps. Vinyl-bound.

Explorer's Guide Yosemite & the Southern Sierra Nevada
Activities such as summer camps, travel, and advanced schooling are described.

Moon Nashville
Voted the best outdoor book by the Outdoor Writers Association of California,
California Camping returns, fully revised with updated listings and fees, new
descriptions, and new maps. Written in a reader-friendly format, this book will help
campers locate the campsites that best suit them. Includes 50 new campsites in
the "extremely primitive" category. 50 maps.

The Sierra High Route
Moon Northern California
Trek across the salt flats, scale the towering rocks, and explore the marble
canyons of this otherworldly landscape with Moon Death Valley National Park.
Inside you'll find: Flexible, strategic itineraries, ranging from one day in the park to
a week-long trip, designed for day-hikers, road-trippers, outdoor adventurers,
history buffs, and more The top experiences and unique ideas for exploring Death
Valley: Hike through forested trails to sweeping canyon views, and discover
abandoned mining camps, remote ghost towns, and hidden springs. Go fourwheeling in rugged backcountry, or cruise along Badwater Basin Road to check out
iconic sights like the Devil's Golf Course, Artist's Drive, and Zabriskie Point. Admire
surreal salt flats, ethereal rock formations, colorful mosaic stone, and sculpted
sand dunes, and find the best vistas for that perfect sunset photo-op Practical tips
for hiking, four-wheel driving, camping, and other recreation, plus information on
the right gear to pack for the desert Detailed hike descriptions with mileage,
elevation gains, difficulty ratings, and trailhead directions Honest advice from
Death Valley expert Jenna Blough on when to go and where to stay, whether you're
pitching the tent, parking the RV, or bedding down at a hotel Up-to-date
information on park fees, passes, and reservations, plus strategies for getting to
Death Valley National Park Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout
Coverage of gateway towns and excursions beyond the park, including the John
Muir Wilderness, the Ash Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, and the Trona
Pinnacles Recommendations for families, seniors, international visitors, and
travelers with disabilities Thorough background on Death Valley's wildlife, terrain,
culture, and history With Moon's practical tips and expert know-how, you can
experience Death Valley your way. Exploring more of the West? Try Moon
California Road Trip, Moon Palm Springs & Joshua Tree or Moon Nevada. For full
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coverage of America's national parks, check out Moon USA National Parks: The
Complete Guide to All 59 National Parks. Special ebook features: Easily navigate
listings with quick searches, plus website links and zoom-in maps and images
Personalize your guide by adding notes and bookmarks

Moon USA National Parks
Lace up your boots and sample sixty-one of the finest trails Yosemite National Park
has to offer. Fully updated and revised, and including color maps and photos
throughout, Hiking Yosemite National Park features everything from short strolls
and day hikes to multiday backcountry treks, every one of which will treat you to
some of the world’s most stunning scenery and allow you to get the most out of
this remarkably diverse natural wonderland. Features: Hikes suited to every ability
Directions to the trailheads Trail Finder for best hikes for lakes, waterfalls, views,
wildlife, and wildflowers Difficulty ratings and average hike times Trip-planning
information, including permits, local lodging and campgrounds, and best hiking
seasons for every featured hike.

Guide to Yosemite
The Rough Guide to Yosemite is the premier handbook to California''s most
spectacular park. This new edition is being expanded from a mini-guide to B-format
and now includes a full-colour section of 16 pages illustrating the highlights of this
National Park. This guide gives evocative accounts of every natural wonder, from
the sheer face of Half Dome to the giant sequoias of Mariposa Grove. For your
desired pursuits, this guide provides evocative descriptions and helpful advice on
exploring, hiking, rock climbing or simply driving around the Park. The author gives
in- depth reviews of lodges, campgrounds and hotels in and around the Park area
and there are 22 maps covering every area.

Hiking Yosemite National Park
Woodall's North America Campground Directory
Moon Travel Guides: Your Adventure Starts Here Whether you're visiting towering
redwoods, rugged coastline, or the High Sierra, you'll always find your perfect
campsite with Moon Northern California Camping. A Campsite for Everyone: Pick
the right campsite for your travel style with options ranging from secluded Sierra
hike-ins to convenient roadside stopovers, including dog-friendly, family-friendly,
and wheelchair accessible options Ratings and Essentials: All campsites are rated
by scenery and marked with amenities like restrooms, trailhead access, picnic
areas, laundry, piped water, showers, and playgrounds Recreation Highlights:
Discover nearby hiking, swimming, fishing, biking, water-skiing, white water
rafting, and hot springs Maps and Directions: Easy-to-use maps and detailed
driving directions for each campground Skip the Crowds: Moon Northern California
Camping contains many secluded spots and campgrounds you won't need to
reserve in advance Top RV and Tent Sites: Uncover the best spots with lists like
"Best Scenic Campgrounds" or "Best for Hiking" Trusted Advice: Expert
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outdoorsman Tom Stienstra knows his stuff; he's hiked 25,000 miles in and around
these campgrounds for over 30 years Tips and Tools: Information on equipment,
food and cooking, first aid, and insect protection, plus background on the climate,
landscape, and history of the campsites Whether you're a veteran or a first-time
camper, with Moon's comprehensive coverage and trusted advice, you'll be ready
to pitch your tent and enjoy the great outdoors. Exploring more of the Golden
State? Try Moon California Camping. Looking for some focused advice on outdoor
recreation? Check out Moon California Hiking or Moon California Fishing. Full
coverage of: Redwood Empire, Shasta and Trinity, Lassen and Modoc, Mendocino
and Wine Country, Sacramento and Gold Country, Tahoe and the Northern Sierra,
the San Francisco Bay Area, Monterey and Big Sur, the San Joaquin Valley,
Yosemite and Mammoth Lakes, and Sequoia and Kings Canyon

Ichneumon-flies of America North of Mexico
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